
	
	
	
	
	

Guidelines for scheduling Anusara Immersions,  
Teacher Trainings, and workshops 

 
DESCRIPTION:   
 
Each region within ASHY is unique and presents different needs when it comes to scheduling 
Immersions, Teacher Trainings and workshops. It is in the highest interest of all involved; the 
students, the teachers, and ASHY as a whole, for communication on scheduling trainings and 
events to be embraced by the teachers and host studios within each geographical region. 
 
A geographical region can include: Country, State, and/or City 
 
The following guidelines are considered to uphold the integrity of the ASHY method and Kula 
when Certified teachers offering Anusara Immersions, Teacher Trainings, and workshops: 
 
1.  Permission to teach Anusara Immersions or Teacher trainings is granted to qualified 
teachers by ASHY. Communication within your region is not obtaining permission from other 
certified teachers.  It is about maintaining Sri and integrity within the regional Kula. 
 
2.  When registering an Immersion or Teacher Training with ASHY, check to see if another 
ASHY approved teacher has already published a start date for an Immersion or Teacher 
training within your region. If training is already listed on the ASHY website, schedule the 
initial start date of your training 45 days or more from the published date.  
 
3.  Written communication via EMAIL (Facebook messages are not recommended) with 
licensed teachers or studios hosting Anusara trainings within 2 hours travel time is best 
practice.  
 
4.  Establish a co-operative foundation that informs the other licensed teachers within the 
region of your training dates and the intention to communicate with and support each other. 
 
5.  ASHY equally supports its licensed teachers and those qualified to teach Immersions and 
teacher trainings.  
 
 When a Host studio is bringing in licensed Anusara teachers from outside the region: 
 
1.  Communication with other licensed teachers within 2 hours travel time is best practice. 
 
2.  Certified teachers from outside the region must take responsibility to communicate via 
EMAIL with regional licensed teachers about scheduling events with a recommended 45 day 
space between start dates. 
 
3.  Establish a co-operative foundation that informs the other licensed teachers within the 
region of your training dates and the intention to communicate with and support each other. 



      
	


